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Context.

This internship focuses on operational processes such as workflows, and their
verification (see [dSR17]).

A workflow specifies a collection of tasks, whose execution is initiated by
humans (or software agents executing on their behalf) and the constraints on
the order of execution of those tasks. Workflows represent a repeatable and
structured collection of tasks designed to achieve a desired goal, e.g. to provide a
service or product. In addition, and of particular interest from the security point
of view, security constraints may be taken into consideration. Authorization
policies specify that, in an organization, a workflow task is executed by a user
who have the permissions to do so; e.g., the teller of a bank may create a
loan request, whereas only a manager may accept it. Additional authorization
constraints are usually imposed on task execution, such as Separation or Binding
of Duties (SoD or BoD), where two distinct users or the same user, respectively,
must execute two tasks.

We will focus on an approach using an array-based specification to model
workflows [GNRZ08]. Workflow verification is then performed by model check-
ing via Satisfiability-Modulo-Theories (SMT) techniques. For exemple, in [BdSR15]
satisfiability of workflows with security constraints (security sensitive workflows,
SSW) is addressed and a methodology to build a runtime workflow monitoring
is described. In [CGG+19], authors address verification of safety properties over
workflows including data (data-aware workflows, DAW).

Objectives.

The aim of this internship is first to become familiar with workflows and
their specification as array-based systems, i.e. state transition systems implic-
itly specified using a declarative, logic-based formalism. Then, the objective is
to study verification of data-aware security sensitive workflows (SS-DAW) by
combining and extending the previous results. To support the approach, an
implementation using a state-of-the-art SMT solver [GR10] may complete the
internship.
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